
PARTICIPANT NAME: Matt Sanders

I have chosen to receive my services (please check all that apply)

REMOTE IN-PERSON
Yes Yes

GOAL #1 Social interactions/Situational Awareness
CM will provide redirection to assist matt to use his words and identify social cues. 
CM staff will continue helping Matt with his social skills and do role play as well as checking for 
understanding of what to do when people are talking, but we may need to walk between them.

ACTIVITY Social Skills

GOAL #2 Working with Urgency
To continue improving his job performance Matt will focus on working with a sense of urgency when 
he is restocking the lids, straws, napkins, condiments, etc. The manager suggested working a little faster 
while taking care of the lobby during lunch hour.
Matt will continue working with his coach and use visual supports, as well as verbal and gestural 
prompts, about the tasks CM will use a timer tool to help Matt see how long it takes to complete a task 
and try to reduce the time by continue practicing the task. Coach also models performing the task in 
order to step up the pace.

ACTIVITY Work Performance

GOAL #3 Independent Living
Matt recognizes bills and coins but still needs help when making a purchase
CM staff will prompt Matt to use the right bill in a timely manner since he tends to take too long to pay 
for his purchase.

ACTIVITY Money Management

GOAL #4 Productivity
Matt would like to continue to become more productive at his workplace. 
 Matt would like to boost his employment growth as an employee by being able to work at a faster pace 
without getting overwhelmed or spending too much time on one task. 

ACTIVITY Work Performance

This is my proposed schedule!

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY
REMOTE

IN-PERSON

ADDITIONAL NOTES

Work shift at EPL Work shift at EPL

X X X

Fitness/Money
management

Social interaction/
awareness/read
social stories

Fitness/ Board
games

X X

* After doing a light fitness activity practice money management in real life situations/ use visuals
** Read social stories and ask Matt why people do what they do. Present social awareness in different situations and 
why is recommended to use the best social skills at work and in the community.
* Bring board games or ask Matt if he has board games. If the library is open you can go there and use the ones there.
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Matt’s Person Centered Plan

● Art
● Dining out
● Hanging out

with friends
● Swimming

● Reading comic
books

● Exercising
● Playing video

games
● Shopping

● Exercise daily
● Pass training

tests
● Eat a balanced

diet
● Improve

communication

● Reading activities
● Movie Day’s
● Math (subtraction

& money
handling)

● More math
practice

● Board game
activities

● Exercise
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